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Cooperation, Trade Unionism,

and University Extension.

PREFATORY NOTE.

" /^CO OPERATION creates a new person, a new

^"^ character, and a new policy ; and the new

knowledge required is as extensive and various as

that which has perfected the science of antagonism

which we call ' civilisation.' " Such are the words

written in 1891 by that veteran Co-operator, George

Jacob Holyoake. They are as true to-day as they

were twelve years ago ; and, perhaps, the need for

calling them to mind is as great now as then. The

fathers of Co-operation valued the Movement as

affording a training for character ; and the Trade

Union leaders in many cases have taken up a similar

standpoint. Mr. Mansbridge, in writing these articles

for the University Extension Journal, has been actu-

ated by the same spirit, namely, to quicken the edu-

cational zeal of those who are associated with these
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two great working-class Movements. Having himself

benefited by courses of study in connection with

University Extension lectures, he believes that such

lectures may be made far more widely helpful to

Trade Unionists and Co-operators than they have

been in the past. As one who is connected with

the University Extension Journal, I know that his

articles have aroused great interest ; and, on behalf of

the Editorial Committee and of my brother lecturers,

I would assure those to whom Mr. Mansbridge

especially appeals that we are most anxious to make

our Movement as helpful as possible to them. The

spirit that animated Charles Kingsley and Arnold

Toynbee has never been more active at our ancient

Universities than it is to-day ; and the time seems

ripe for an educational advance on the lines here

suggested.

J. Holland Rose.
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I.

THE VENEER.
[January, 1903.2

IT is probably true, as was recently remarked in a well-

known weekly paper, "that there never has been a
time when everything offered to the public needed

more searching examination than at the present," which
state of affairs undoubtedly indicates superficiality in the

public mind. Superficiality is often resultant upon the

misuse of knowledge acquired in the first stage of Educa-
tion. It is certain that the essential knowledge of the
11 three R's " operates as a double-edged tool. Whilst it

opens up the beautiful and true, it also opens up the cheap
and changing opinions of a tuned press, which it itself

creates.

To put it in another way: Democracy is suffering from
a hard veneer, which elementary Education, misused, has
laid upon it. True Education directly induces thought,

which permeates the whole Society, and is the direct

opposite of veneer. An Education which merely promotes
an unthinking absorption of facts, however numerous,
places men more at the mercy of the opinion of the hour,

however irresponsib'e, and renders them more suscept-

ible to flights of mere rhetoric. Democracy is in this

parlous condition. The veneer is upon it— a veneer which
looks wise but makes no real contribution to the common
thought ; which induces tasks too great for its narrow
capacity ; which encourages fools and retards angels.

Working men to-day are all afire to act politically.

Their Mecca is Parliament, their local temple the Muni-
cipality. The plank of their plat form is Labour Repre-
sentation. A state of affairs highly to be desired, if it

be the result of normal evolution preconditioned by wise

Education, but at present it bears no such evidence. If

it be admitted, reasonably enough, that working men, as

they stand, should be represented on governing bodies,

it must also be admitted that lack of thinking power in

the rank and file tends to nullify the good effect of such
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representation, however capable the representatives them-
selves.

The operation of wise and free Education upon Demo-
cracy would cause it to be an organic, contemplative, and
expiessive whole, its individual members sustained and
controlled by the spirit of the whole body, its leaders in

the van. Cc-operation and Trade Unionism are the chief

Movements of Democracy. University Extension, of all

Educational Movements, promises most to be capable of

infusing them with a wise and free Education.

The appeal of the hour to Trade Unionists and Co-
operators is that they make political strokes, promote
Bills, register protests, and send deputations to responsi-

ble Ministers. The ti ue appeal is that they lift themselves
up thrcugh higher knowledge to higher woiks and higher
pleasures, which, if responded to, will inevitably bring

about right and sound action upon Municipal, National,

and Imperial affairs, action brought about without con-

scious effort— the only effectual action. It will be pro-

moted by wise and free Education, and sustained by it.

That is my interpretation of the message of University

Extension to the two great Movements of Democracy.
The crux of the whole matter is this. If it be that the

workirg-man has been so induced to live, as to find diffi-

culty, conscious or unconscious, in making his own
contribution of thought to the common life, whether it be
the fault of an educational system, as such, or no, a wise

and forceful educational corrective is necessary; and
University Extension undoubtedly supplies that corrective.

In the past University Extension has not allied itself

with Trade Unionism as such, but it has done so with

Co-operation. Trade Unionists and Co-operators are,

however, evincing a tendency to recognise unity of

interests, and it will be impossible for friends of Education
who look forward into the future to consider the two
Movements apart. Co-operators have realised in some
measure the glory of Education. Their lives are in all

senses much broader, more open to the world than those

of Trade Unionists, and after all is said and done their

thoughts are not so much concentrated upon Dividend as

the thoughts of Trade Unionists are upon the Living

Wage. The chief attempt at alliance between Co-opera-
tion and University Extension happened some three

years since. The hearts of true Co-operative educators
beat high ; the gates of the Co-operative State seemed
open wide to welcome operations—the best that Univer-
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sity Extension could offer. The gates clanged to, but
not until University Extension, as such, had secured a
definite stand upon the educational basis of Co-operation.
That stand is expressed by the arrangements for Co-
operators to attend the Summer Meeting and by the
recognition and registration of properly qualified class

teachers. These operations tend to act upon the in-

dividual rather than upon the Movement; but it is in the
nature of things that such individuals will, by reason of

their superior equipment, some day direct and control

the educational machinery. Then the gates will be re-

opened wide, to admit wise and free Education in Econ-
omics, History, Science and Art, for the illumination of the
everyday operations of a Movement, which is bound by
the terms of its ideal to live in illumination or to pass to

its own place.

Finally, it is essential to true citizenship that men
should be forced beyond the veneer of a superficial ele-

mentary Education, which is self-contained, and should
be led to the beautiful and the true, where alone citizen-

ship can be realised. This is the special function of

University Extension, and that Movement will do well to

settle itself deliberately upon Trade Unionism and Co-
operation, where, in spite of opposition and dead days, it

will finally see the day of fruition and be satisfied.

II.

A PLAN OF ACTION.
[March, 1903.']

THE need for the full and free action of a wise

Educational System upon the leading Democratic
Movements becomes daily more imperative. This

is substantiated by the remarks made by Mr. Bell in his

report to the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants

upon the Taff Vale case. He complained that the mem-
bers were "not sufficiently careful in their selection of

the Executive Committee" ; that the tendency seemed to

be to elect the members whom he refers to as " irre-

sponsible," and " not the most thoughtful " ; but " who
have become popular through the exercise of their

oratorical power." Upon such a tendency he lays prime
responsibility for the damage to prestige and the lost



funds resultant upon the adverse judicial decisions in the
case.

Evidence such as this, from one of the most capable
of Trade Union leaders, must force the hands of those
who would promote Education. The time is now at hand.
In all Democratic Movements, small and large, there are
those among its units who have the capacity and desire

to educate and be educated; men who are anxious to

have their thought stimulated and quickened by placing
it in the currents of correct thought, to which, while
receiving all, they add a quota. These are they, to whom
educators must look. It matters not whether they be
prominent units or insignificant from the point of view of

their Movements, so long as they be organised for place-

ment, locally, within the sphere of educational operations,

such as those of the University Extension Society. Such
organisation would, without question, bring into being
that corrective influence necessary to make it possible for

working men to bear their legitimate burdens in muni-
cipal, national, and imperial affairs.

The initiative in the matter will best lie with the Uni-
versity Extension Authorities on the one part, and the

Co-operative Movement, strengthened by an alliance

with Trade Unionists, on the other. The semi-respcnsi-

bility for such initiative accrues to University Extension,

because it has recognised to the full Democratic need?,

and has consistently rendered its high teaching accept-

able to working men. On the other hand, the Co-opera-

tive Movement has rendered to Education, as such, a

greater measure of tribute than any other Democratic
Movement. It has, indeed, set upon foot a system of

class teaching in Industrial History, Economics, and
Citizenship. Moreover, it has entered already into a

working alliance with University Extension. The divi-

sion of labour between these two specified Movements
is not a matter of great d fficulty. It would probably
commend itself to the University Extension Authorities

to take further steps to place in the hands of working
men, through the medium of Co-operative Societies and
Trades Unions, a statement of their whole attitude towards
the education of the working classes, as well as to pro-

mote conferences in connection with Co-cperative Socie-

ties and Trade Unions, especially when those Move-
ments meet in congress, continuing, of course, the con-

ferences which have already been held at their own
Summer Meetings. This work would be rendered com-



paratively easy by the appointment of Co-operators and
Trade Unionists to act as Local Secretaries or Co- Secre-
taries in such places, at least, where University Extension
is already in touch with Co-operative and Trade Union
effort. The manifest duty of such Secretaries would be
to organise groups of working men, with a view to their

definite inclusion within the University Extension Centre,

and perchance, under favourable circumstances, to pro-

mote and sustain a Centre.

It is net suggested that existing successful Co-operative
classes, any more than Trade Union Branch Meetings,
held for educational purposes, shall necessarily place

themselves within the University Extension Centres; but

it is suggested that it should be rendered possible for Co-
operative classes to have the option of existence within

such Centres. By this is meant that, where the subject

is part and parcel of the existing or an extended curricu-

lum of the Co-operative Union, the attendance of certified

Co-operative students, under the auspices of the local

Society shall be aided by a grant, and in other ways
officially recognised, even as though the attendances were
made at a typical Co-operative class. If this were brought
about, the Co-operative Movement would be in a much
better position than ever before, to realise its educational

ideal as originally expressed by the " Rochdale Pioneers"
and elaborated by Arnold Toynbee to the general satis-

faction of Co-operators.

This organisation proceeding quietly would be ulti-

mately controlled by, if constitutionally possible, a Joint-

Committee of University Extensionists, Co-operators, and
Trade Unionists, which Joint-Ccmmittee would sub-

ordinate to itself, or exercise some control over, the various

Local Committees founded upon the same plan. The
procedure of Trade Unionists in order to secure the
necessary official recognition by their Trade Union would
necessarily be more protracted than that of Co-operators,

because Trade Unionism has no educational machinery,
as such, in existence. It must, however, be remembered
that the better class of Trade Unionists are frequently

Co-operators on principle.

There is no doubt that in many localities the spirit of

the work is abroad waiting for the organising touch. In

the London district, the Societies at Stratford and Wool-
wich have encouraged their members to attend the lecal

Centres, and have even stimulated them by offering

valuable prizes. During the present Spring Term over
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one hundred courses are to be delivered in towns where
there are Co-operative Societies, and certainly Trade
Union branches.

There is, however, it must be frankly admitted, on the
part of leading Co-operators, an unpardonable suspicion
of the University, often flavoured with contempt, and a
pronounced antipathy to anything that can possibly be
misconstrued into a desire on the part of any Movement,
educational or otherwise, pushing its own legitimate work,
to exploit them. The most progressive of the younger
men, however, are free from this taint, and recognise to

the full that it does not matter in the least who educates,

so long as the education is real. At a recent conference,

the most successful of their class teachers pleaded, after

Emerson, that "the Co-operative waggon be hitched to

the University star/' justified no doubt in his plea by his

recognition of the fact that the best success of Co opera-
tive classes, in the past, has been to a great extent due to

University influence.

If, then, Co-operation as well as Trade Unionism, not
excluding the lesser working class Movements, will fully

trust University Extension, rendering it due recognition

and reasonable assistance, in the manner heretofore sug-

gested, they will have taken a real step towards bringing
their ideals within reach of their most insignificant units,

and to call down upon Democracy that uniting wisdom,
which is the necessary antecedent of high moral power.

The Co-operator's vision as he contemplates the

beneficent result of the linkage, by University Extension,
of the great Democratic Movements to the abounding
thought of the World (waggons to the Heaven of stars)

is illimitable in its vistas of promise. The deep draughts
of knowledge drunk by those within the currents of

correct thought, will provide that power and strength,

which in spite of stressful and baneful days, will divert

the strong movements of the people from the narrow
paths of immediate interests to the broad way of that

rightly ordered social life of which only glimpses have
yet been seen even by the greatest of the world's seers.



III.

AN ASSOCIATION.
{May, 1903.-]

IN his convincing book, Educatio7i and Empire^ Mr.
Haldane has written " Educate your people, and
you have reduced to comparatively insignificant

dimensions the problems of temperance, of housing, and
of raising the condition of your masses." If this be
granted, as indeed it must, the need for persistent and
deliberate action, on the part of Teaching Authorities,

rises to an importance that cannot well be over-esti-

mated. Education and Empire are inseparable. Educa-
tion creates and sustains that Empire of which it is the
inner defence. It is, therefore, of Imperial importance
that wise and free Education should operate incessantly
upon the energetic Movements of Democracy, and once
again, be it said, that University Extension is eminently
fitted to bring this operation about.

The constitution of the Extension Authorities by the

Universities, in whose keeping lies the Educational
heart of England, is instinct with promise for the Educa-
tion of Democracy. At once, a legitimate duty and a
crowning glory, lies in the absorption of the working class

"new blood" by the University Extension Movement.

Stress must be laid upon the responsibility that accrues
to University Extension in this matter, the sole duty of

which is to educate. Whereas, it is not the sole duty of

the Democracy to seek Education. The rush and stress

of working class life renders it very difficult for the units

to stop to contemplate even for a moment, much less to

seek those favoured spots where Education is to be found.

Co-operative effort makes for Dividend, frequently sadly

forgetful of all else. Trade Unionists concentrate upon
the Living Wage and, at this present, upon Parliamentary
Representation. There are many living upon a lower
plane, whose whole lives are prolonged struggles for bread,

into which rest seldom, and thought never, enter. Surely

the "one clear call" to University Extension is that, in

spite of all difficulties, it should increase its work, for, in

the long run, its thought must tempt the potential thought
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of the Democracy to leap into the open, and become one
with it.

Mr. Halstead, in his generous article* in the last issue of

this Journal—an article inspired by the effect of his untiring

work these many years past for Democratic Education

—

enters a plea for action, and it is becoming increasingly

plain that such action will best be relegated to an Associa-
tion, the chief function of which will be to make ready and
prepare the Democratic Mind for the ordinary operations
of University Extension. By securing entry to the very
many Co-operative and Trade Union meetings, which are
everywhere held, as well as permission to contribute

articles to Co-operative Records and Trade Union
Journals, an Association properly constituted could
arrange fcr an illimitable amount of necessary work. In
more favoured spots it could call into existence organised
effort, and arrange meetings of the character specified by
Mr. W. H. Brown in his useful letter in that same issue.t

At such a time as this, however, it is not opportune to

dwell upon the manifold ways which are open to legitimate

and wise educational propaganda.

Keeping steadily in view the intermediary character of
the proposed Association, it becomes necessary to consider
its possible relations to the three specified Movements.

(i) University Extension.

It is quite clear that the official sanction, if only pro-

visional, of the University Extension Movement, as a

whole, will be necessary to the success of the Association,

and it is to be reasonably expected that each of the four

Authorities will be represented upon an Executive Com-
mittee. Indeed, it is quite in accordance with the prin-

ciples expressed that the Association be merely a joint

effort of the four Authorities. Neither need there be any
fear that University Extension will be cheapened, which
would be disastrous, because the working officials may
well be existing University Extension lecturers whose
method and sympathies conform most nearly to the

working-class mind.

* See pages 13-16.

f " Let the University Extension Committee invite the Trade
Union Committee and the leaders of Co-operative Education to

a social meeting to meet the University Extension lecturer. At
such a gathering the ideals of the latter could be put forth and
discussed, and ladies and gentlemen appointed to attend Trade
Union and" Co operative Meetings for missionary purposes."
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Obviously, however, a purely self-governing Associa-
tion, having Co-operators and Trade Unionists upon its

executive, in effect a Joint-Committee, would the better

commend itself. Constituted in such a manner, it would
inevitably be a most effective propagandist and prepara-
tory agent for the Extension course.

(ii) The Co-operative Movement.

It is a matter for great content at the present time,

that the Co-operative Union officially recognises Univer-
sity Extension, thanks to the indefatigable efforts of the

Oxford Secretary on the one part, and to a devoted band
of Co-operative educators on the other. Clearly the

ordinary educational operations of the Co-operative
Movement would be stimulated, if the Extension work
which is now assisted and sometimes wholly maintained by
Co-operators—such work as that reported at Cleator Moor
in the April issue of \\\\s Journal—were officially recog-

nised, encouraged, and recorded. Mr. Halstead expresses

the d fficulty accruing to the isolated student ; but surely

the Society to which the student belongs could apply for

his official recognition, and his attendance at the Uni-
versity Extension Centre could be registered, without
great difficulty, in accordance with the regulations of the

Co-operative Union ? In reference to the financial diffi-

culty, it is to be assumed that the Co-operative Union is

anxious for an extension of its class teaching, and
would willingly be responsible for the additional financial

burden involved.

The general assistance of Co-operative classes, especi-

ally those taught by Co-operators recognised as teachers

by the Oxford Delegacy, arises amongst other matters,

wherein a Joint Association could mateiially assist the

educational work of Co-operation, which has been part

and parcel of the Movement since its foundation.

(iii) Trade Unionism.

As previously pointed out, Trade Unionism has no
educational machinery, as such, in existence, although
useful work is done in connection with many branches.
If it be admitted that the general run of Trade Unionists
are indifferent to extra educational effort, yet it must also

be admitted that the leaders, who know only too well that

their real power entirely depends upon the measure of

correct thought behind them, will rejoice if any educational
effort, which promises persistence, is brought in contact
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with Trade Unionism. It is, indeed, a worthy object for

any educational body to seek to exert educational
influence upon such powerful, organisations, as many of

the Unions are. The ultimate constitutional relationship

will of necessity depend upon the degree of constructive

influence which can be brought to bear upon Trade
Unionism in the future.

In order fully to test the proposals herein made, it

will probably be well for a Pioneer Association to be
initiated, which will so work as to endeavour to render
a Permanent Association inevitable. The first work of

such a Pioneer Association after issuing a manifesto
would be exhaustively to survey the whole field, as it

exists, and report thereon. Starting, in the immediate
future, it could secure approval at a Joint Conference of

Co-operators, Trade Unionists, and University Extension-
ists ; to be held in the late Summer or Autumn under the

auspices of one, or all, of the University Extension
Authorities.

This series of articles may well conclude with a strong

expression of real hope that a forward Movement will

result, if not on the actual lines indicated, yet on some
modification of them ; for such a Movement will inevitably

benefit University Extension and Democracy alike, and
express itself in increasing contributions to the correct

thought of our time.

ALBERT MANSBRIDGE.

Note.—The Association is to be formed (see page 3 of wrapper).
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AN ALLIANCE WITH CO-OPERATION AND

TRADE UNIONS.

[April, 1903.']

THE articles of Mr. Mansbridge on the above subject
are welcome reading to all who long for an
educated democracy. The need for, and the most

promising routes by which the need is to be me t, have
never, to my knowledge, been more ably described by any
one from the ranks of Co-operative workers. The articles

bear the marks of that culture and breadth of intellectual

outlook which Mr. Mansbridge generously craves for those
of his fellow-workers who are worthy of them. As one
interested in the subject, I would like to support his

general contention that closer and more effective wot king
relations should be established between University Exten-
sion and working-class organisations. Would it not,

however, be well to be a little more specific as to how far

such relations already obtain, and what further develop-
ments are desirable, and how far what is already gained
will help to what we still want to achieve ?

As Mr. Mansbridge points out, University Extension
and Co-operation have already some working connection
for definite educational purposes. That connection is (1)

with individual local Societies, (2) with the central organ-
ization for the Cooperative Movement—the Co-operative
Union.

(1) The relation of University Extension to local Co-
operative Societies is either direct or indirect. Hebden
Bridge Fustian Society, Oldham Industrial Society, Tod-
morden Co-operative Society, are cases which I can recall

as having directly engaged University Extension lecturers,

andbearingthe soleresponsibilityfor organising and financ-

ing the courses. Cases known to me where University Ex-
tension has been in indirect connection with Co-operators
are Bolton, Burnley, Gloucester, Leicester, as also Wool-
wich and Stratford in the Metropolitan area ; in these

cases the Co-operative Societies have, together with other
educational institutions, organised and financed University
Extension lectures. Further, I think that in all these
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latter cases such a Joint Committee as Mr. Mansbridge
suggests has been, or is already, at work. I know that

this is the case at Leicester, where the Co-operators have
the credit of furnishing at least one-third of the audience

;

the Distributive Society also have a representative, and
the local Productive Societies another representative, on
the Committee.* In both these somewhat different ways
the relation between the University and Co-operation is

being established, which Mr. Mansbridge desires. The
important fact to ascertain is how far is the relation in

both directions increasing, and of this I have no informa-

tion by me just now.

(2) Mr. Mansbridge has indicated the nature of the

connection of University Extension with the Co-opera-
tive Union. Under the head of what he would like the

Co-operative Union to do, it seems to me it would be
well for him to state in further detail any scheme he has
in mind. I take it he wishes the Union either to give

students grants for attendance at University Extension
lectures, or for success earned in the University Exten-
sion examinations as well as some Co-operative certificate,

that shall ensure the merit that such students obtain in

the University Extension Movement being recognised
officially in the Co-operative Movement. I see no serious

difficulty about the Co-operative Union doing this, except
perhaps a financial one. The Union, already, I believe,

spends the orthodox two and a-half per cent, of its income
on its Educational Committee, though there is likely to

accrue an increase of the amount available for this pur-

pose as time goes on. Should finance present no
obstacle, it seems to me it would be comparatively easy
for the Union to arrange such grants and certificates in

the case where Co-operative Societies take the whole
charge of University Extension lectures, and even where
Societies send large numbers of their members to lectures

conjointly arranged. The chief difficulty would arise

where isolated Co-operators attended lectures without

their local Society being officially interested in the courses
given in that district. These students would, it appears
to me, have to group themselves together, and get recom-
mended through their local Society for recognition by the

Co-operative Union.

* From information kindly supplied to me by Miss Green,
one of the Secretaries at the Leicester Centre, I find that the

Working-men's College and one of the Working-men's Clubs
support the University Extension lectures.
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The difficulty of University Extension coming into

touch with Trade Unionism I ventured to discuss in the
University Extension Journal well nigh ten years ago,

and I do not even yet see any very promising means of

promoting higher education in this democratic institu-

tion. Happily, when we are educating a co-operator, we
are oiten educating a trade unionist at the same time.

It would, however, be a distinct advantage if trade

unionists, as such, would recognise University Extension
in some practical way as one of the means for their own
education. The chief difficulties in any possible scheme
to trades unionists themselves would be lack of the

necessary organisation and funds. Co-operation has its

self-evolved machinery of Educational Committees and its

self-imposed regulations for automatically devoting a
settled proportion of its profits for educational purposes.

To what extent trade union branches are made educa-
tional in the sense we are using the term, I do not know.

I know from my own experience that Trade Council
meetings are open for educational work of a Co-operative
character, and probably these Councils would prove a
good means of approaching leading trade unionists in

the different towns, for promoting higher education. But
if trade unionists could be induced to sympathetically
listen to appeals for their own higher education, any
further development of a practical nature would knock up
against the usual stone wall of a financial difficulty. The
only means open to trade unionists that occur to me of

meeting this difficulty are either to alter their rules to

allow a portion of their members' subscriptions to be used
for educational work, or their having a special levy for

that purpose. I am not at all sure that either of these
proposals would be entertained by the rank and file of

trade unionists.

As one of the initial steps for furthering the matter
under discussion, the formation of a fund for a special

propaganda among trade unionists seems to me desirable.

The work to be done with such a fund to include round
table talks with Trade Councils and like bodies at close

quarters with the people it is desired to influence, con-
ferences of a more ambitious character, single lectures or

short pioneer courses of lectures to be given in various
carefully chosen Centres.

Probably preliminary consultations with leading trade
unionists and co-operators as to the desirableness of

holding—say, three large conferences, one in London,
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one at Manchester, and one at some of the University

Summer Meetings—would be useful and successful ways
for all the parties concerned coming to closer quarters

and understanding one another's objects and purposes,

and discovering how far they can help each other to make
a more intelligent democracy.

When approaching each other, too much should not be
made of the "veneer" of the other's culture. Working
men often get a contact with the elemental laws of life

denied to men who received the stress of them broken and
deflected by many comforts and even luxuries, and if this

direct contact with nature does not polish the workman's
manners or increase his power of expression, it gives him
a dumb insight and sensibility, which enable him to hold
his own, at least in his own consciousness, even when
apparently vanquished by the nimbler logic and the

skilled articulation of the academic mind.

ROBERT HALSTEAD.
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